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Problem

1. Cumbersome literature searches: Conventional methods of searching for academic information 
are time-consuming and often yield overwhelming results.

2. Complex paper reading experience: Researchers struggle with dense PDF formats, hindering the 
efficient extraction of knowledge.

3. Difficulty in staying current: Researchers face challenges in staying abreast of the latest 
developments in their field due to information overload and inefficient search methods.

4. Limited contextual understanding: Conventional comprehension of research papers may lack the 
depth and context provided by advanced language models.



Solution

- Interactive Paper Conversations:

  Engage in dynamic dialogues with research papers through chat, transforming the reading experience 
into an interactive conversation.

- Swift Literature Searches:

  Utilize Cohere LLMs and Semantic Scholar API to conduct lightning-fast literature searches, 
streamlining the process of discovering relevant academic information.

- Read Mode in Markdown:

  Seamlessly read and comprehend paper PDFs in markdown format, eliminating the challenges 
associated with complex and incompatible PDF layouts.



Features

1. Enter the respective url of research paper(currently only Arxiv and ACL Anthology urls are 

supported) and enable read with AI/ chat with the research paper pdf mode powered by co.chat 
endpoint with documents mode.

2. Conduct literature-review by leveraging the search powered by Cohere co.chat endpoint and 
using grounding provided by the web connector(from Cohere) and the custom semantic scholar 
connector (developed and integrated by us).

3. Read Mode to convert research paper pdfs to Markdown format for easier reading experience.



Read with AI mode (powered by Cohere)

1) We use LLM-Sherpa’s LayoutPDFReader to read the respective PDF and convert it into chunks 

according to the respective sections, tables etc.:- https://github.com/nlmatics/llmsherpa , 

https://ambikasukla.substack.com/p/efficient-rag-with-document-layout?r=ft8uc&utm_campaign

=post&utm_medium=web 

2) We use Cohere embedding and re-rank models to get the top chunks

3) We pass the top chunks as documents to the co.chat endpoint using the documents mode.

https://github.com/nlmatics/llmsherpa
https://ambikasukla.substack.com/p/efficient-rag-with-document-layout?r=ft8uc&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
https://ambikasukla.substack.com/p/efficient-rag-with-document-layout?r=ft8uc&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web


Read with AI mode (powered by Cohere)



Literature-Survey

1) We study the SemanticScholar API 
https://api.semanticscholar.org/api-docs/graph#tag/Paper-Data and find the respective endpoints 
and fields we need to query its knowledge base. We request for an API key from the maintainers of 
semantic scholar.

2) We create a REST API using flask and deploy it on pythonanywhere. We create an 
endpoint(/search) which accepts JSON POST requests which contain the parameter ‘query’ and 
return the results as specified by Cohere. Endpoint:- https://bphigh.pythonanywhere.com/search

3) We register our api with Cohere as a connector
4) We build a search system using the web and custom semantic scholar connectors + co.chat 

endpoint by Cohere to provide better literature-survey capabilities to researchers.

https://api.semanticscholar.org/api-docs/graph#tag/Paper-Data
https://bphigh.pythonanywhere.com/search


Literature-Survey



Read Mode

1. Enter the respective arxiv or acl research paper url.

2. We use the Meta’s recently released Nougat Transformer to convert the research paper to a 

markdown format:- https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/nougat 

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/nougat


Scope of the product

Total Addressable Market (TAM):

The Total Addressable Market for AI Research Copilot encompasses all individuals and institutions engaged in academic and 

research activities across various disciplines. This includes universities, research institutions, individual researchers, students, 

and professionals seeking access to scholarly information. Considering the global nature of academic research, the TAM is 

expansive and inclusive of diverse fields such as science, technology, engineering, mathematics, humanities, and social 

sciences.

According to Unesco report:- There were 7.8 million full-time equivalent researchers in 2013, representing growth of 21% 
since 2007. Researchers accounted for 0.1% of the global population.

Serviceable Addressable Market (SAM):

The Serviceable Addressable Market focuses on the segment of the TAM that the AI Research Copilot can effectively target 

and serve. This includes researchers and academics who actively engage in literature searches, paper reading, and knowledge 

extraction. The SAM also extends to institutions and organizations that support and facilitate research activities. As AI 

Research Copilot offers advanced features such as interactive paper conversations, swift literature searches, and 

personalized learning experiences, its SAM caters to those who seek to optimize and streamline their research processes.



Scope of the product

Market Scope Overview:

Primary Users:

Individual Researchers: Graduate students, faculty members, and independent researchers looking for efficient tools to enhance their 
research endeavors. Academic Institutions: Universities and research institutions aiming to provide cutting-edge resources to their 
faculty and students. Professionals: Individuals in industries requiring continuous engagement with academic research for innovation 
and development.

Geographic Scope:

Given the global nature of academic research, the market scope extends internationally, targeting users and institutions around the 
world.

Industry Focus:

The primary focus is on the academic and research sector, spanning various disciplines, including but not limited to science, 
technology, engineering, mathematics, humanities, and social sciences.



Competitors

Top competitors are:-

Typeset.io :- https://typeset.io/ 

● Provides paraphraser and AI detection feature but the literature survey tool lacks dedicated 

knowledge bases

Genie:- https://www.genei.io/ 

Scholarcy:- https://www.scholarcy.com/ 

https://typeset.io/
https://www.genei.io/
https://www.scholarcy.com/


Future Scope

1) In future we would provide the feature of personalized paraphrase where a user can get any text 

paraphrased according to their own style of writing.

2) We are working on a feature to build a social extension to our app so that researchers can connect 

with each other on the app and can look for people doing work in their areas of interest and collab 

together.

3) Also we would include a remote collab environment where researchers can collab easily using 

github codespaces and overleaf integrated within a single app to collab in a seamless manner.


